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Abstract
Deep Learning is a very promising field in image classification. It leads to the automation of many real-world problems. Currently, Car
seatbelt violation detection is done manually or partial manual. In this paper, an approach is proposed to make the seat belt detection
process fully automated. To make the detection more accurate, sensors are set to detect the weather condition. When spe-cific weather
condition is detected, the corresponding pre-trained model is assigned the detection task. In other words, a research is conducted to check
the possibility of dividing the big-sized deep-learning model - that can classify car seatbelt, into sub-models each one can detect specific
weather condition. Accordingly, a single specialized model is used for each weather condition, Deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
model AlexNet is used in the detection/classification process. The proposed system is sensor based AlexNet (S-AlexNet). Results support
our hypothesis that “Using single model for each weather condition is better than gen-eral model that support all weather conditions”. On
average, previous approaches that trained single model for all weather condi-tions have accuracy less than 90%. The proposed S-AlexNet
approach successfully reaches 90+% accuracy.
Keywords: Seatbelt Detection; Deep Neural Network; Classification; True Positive.

1. Introduction
To avoid injuries and casualty resulting from drivers and passengers not wearing the seat belt, a research is committed to detect seatbelt
violations. There is restricted research with respect to seat belt detection. The authors in [1] proposed a method for detecting the seat belt
in a monitoring image which contains the full scene information of the moving car. The proposed method is based on two steps. In the first
step, the driver area location is extracted, the driver area is the boundary of driver where the potential seat belt is located. This step is done
through vertical boundary detection, and horizontal boundary detection. The vertical boundary is the left boundary of the driver area, it is
considered as the right edge of license plate. The horizonal boundary is the top boundary of the diver area and is considered as the top edge
of windscreen. The second step is seat belt detection in the driver area. This step is done through edge detection, then obtaining a candidate
region and finally verification.
Most surveys directly employed a line detection technique relied on Hough transform. This technique is affected by vehicle factors like
drivers clothing and steering wheel [13]. There are three keys to detect seat belt: vehicle detection, windshield detection, and seat belt
detection. To detect vehicle and windshield, most algorithms are based on edge detect in which they firstly detect horizontal and vertical
vehicle edge. Then they eliminate nonvehicle edges and estimate the vertical edge symmetry. At end, they obtain the region of interest
(ROI) to extract desired features for the classifier [2]. Major challenges faced windshield detection such as vehicle color and lighting
condition. Furthermore, an algorithm to detect windshield based on HIS color model has been proposed [3]. The drawback of this algorithm
is using many iterations and not verify real-time requirements. Convolutional Neural Networks use convolutional layers for multiresolution
analysis of the image. CNN git rid of segmentation phase (line segmentation, intensity-based segmentations, etc.). In CNN, that segmentation phase which is found in classical approaches are replaced with convolutional layers.
In this paper, we proposed novel deep neural network model to detect violation in seatbelt. The architecture of the proposed model contains
multiple trained NN’s, weather sensors, and decoder. The sensors are connected to the decoder and one neural network is activated according to which weather condition is sensed.
Our model depends on two main human behaviors:
• Multiple senses
• Specialization
It is well known that human does have 5 senses, namely smelling, sight, hearing, touching, and taste [4]. To recognize objects, a person
may use one or more of his senses. Most of deep learning image classification algorithms use only the input from cameras [5]. Our idea is
to use more than one input types, in this paper input from camera and input from hardware weather detection sensors are used. The same
analogy of a human using more than one sense to comprehend and detect objects.
Copyright © Osama Hosam. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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The idea of specialization is derived from human learning specialization. If there is a computer engineer, he might be specialized in microcontroller or software engineering. In this paper, we conduct research on the possibility of dividing the big-sized deep-learning model that
can classify car seat-belt into sub-models each one can detect specific weather condition (specialized). Hence, a deep learning model [6]
for classifying seat-belt at night is developed, another one for detecting seat-belt in rainy weather, a third one for detecting seat-belt in clear
weather and a fourth one for detecting seat-belt in night-weather. Notice that the difference between weather conditions is not mainly an
intensity variation difference like the case of different levels of brightness. In our case, the difference came from adding objects such as
fog or rain to the image.
The idea is to use more specific and more specialized model for detection whenever the corresponding weather condition is detected. It is
well known from literature that more specific classifier is more accurate than general classifier. Authors in [7] improved the accuracy of
their model by training their classifier on more specific weather condition such as rainy weather. With multiple classifier or ensemble
classifier, the decision is taken depending on decisions from multiple classifiers. However, ensemble classifiers are trained on random
subset of the dataset [8].
In current research, training generalization is the trend. In [9], abstract features are obtained for training the classifier that is more resilient
to multiple types and shapes of traffic signs. In [10] the authors made one model for detecting cars in different weather condition. In our
research we take the opposite way, generalization or abstraction is replaced with specialization. For traffic sign classification [11], the signs
might be divided manually into specific groups with similar properties such as red signs and blue signs. And even the same group can be
sub-divided into sub-groups such as rainy and night captured signs. Then a trained classifier is created for each group. The accuracy of the
resulting classifiers is expected to be higher than the abstract one.
In the proposed approach, we don’t want to create very specific models and accordingly facing the overfitting problem. A tradeoff is needed
to balance between generalization and specification. Highly abstracted systems are underfitted, and very specific systems may face overfitting. There are two types of specialized classifications
• Mutual exclusive classifiers: In this type of classification, multiple classifiers can’t be merged to form single classifier. Such as
classifying language words or classifying handwritten character. It depends on the language type so one classifier is configured for
each separate language. Classifier for Italian, classifier for Indian, and so forth. It is not feasible to have multiple classifiers for the
same language.
• Non-Mutual exclusive classifiers: The input or dataset has inherent similarity. Examples are classification of traffic signs in different
weather conditions and creating one classifier to recognize all types of cars.
In the second type, even though the dataset has inherent similarity, it still can be sub-divided into smaller datasets, each dataset has common
properties. For example, it is easier to classify specific model of cars compared to classifying all models of cars. With this analogy, car
seatbelt detection can be done with multiple CNN classifiers. In our proposed Sensor based AlexNet (S-AlexNet), one classifier is specialized to detect specific weather condition. Our contribution is focused on increasing the accuracy of seatbelt detection in different weather
conditions. A dataset is collected for car seatbelt in different weather conditions. One AlexNet model is trained for specific weather condition. So, if four weather conditions are considered, then four trained AlexNet’s should be obtained. Sensors detect the weather condition
and accordingly the corresponding trained AlexNet is selected to do the seatbelt detection task. This paper is organized as follows; next
section displays the previous approaches related to seatbelt detection. Section 3 represents the proposed approach. Section 4 shows the
results and discussion. The last section shows conclusions and future work.

2. Previous approaches
In [12], the authors used Adaboost technique to compute the angular point positioning of windshield. In addition, Wieli et al. [13] proposed
Adaboost classifier based seatbelt detection system. Adaboost classifier is type of boosting classifier which is implemented by taking
decisions from multiple weak classifiers. The extracted features can be Haar-like features [14], SIFT, etc. HSV colour model is employed
to detect vehicle in addition to detect windshields based on dark coloured vehicle bodies. The abuse of this model is to not well carried out
for light coloured vehicles in addition to strong light condition [15]
The Adaboost technique is enhanced in the research [16], [17] depended on boosting. The key advantage is to extensively detect and
recognize objects very fast.
According to Yu & et al. [18] seat belt detection is considered one of major recognition field to control traffic inspection, which widely
needed in observation operation of traffic rules. The several problems appear to detect a seat belt of drivers such as reflection and shelter
in intelligent transportation system. Moreover, in technical the edge between vehicle window and driver is near to detect by methods of
detection. However, the authors based on previous algorithms to detect seatbelt and extract seatbelt features of gradient orientation, after
that select face recognition method to evaluate the area that assist to detect the drivers fasten seatbelt or not. The proposed method of Yu
& et al. [18] is based on five pre-processing steps in first stage to extract the features from right side area of front vehicle window, which
assumed by recognize vehicle plate location. However, these pre-steps will not be occurred if the driver sit on lift side, or the detection
method is observing both drivers and other vehicle rider are fasten seatbelt. The second stage of proposed method is filtered the face of
driver and the variation of illumination colour, which based on three steps (Image Enhancement, Calculation of Gradient Orientation and
Seat Belt Feature Matching).
In the experiment, 213 pictures are used to test the proposed method, which are captured from traffic crossroad under different weather
conditions as mentioned in article. The result of proposed method is detected 61 cases for driver fasten seatbelt from 77 cases with accuracy
79.2%, and 117 cases for driver unfasten seatbelt from 136 cases with accuracy 86%. However, these results were obtained by experiment
on authors images with good condition and resolution (1360 * 1024) pixel. However, the proposed method is not conducted on other
benchmark or image cases include variant situations.
Yusuf Artan et al [19] propose computer vision methods for detecting vehicle occupancy, seatbelt violation, and driver cell phone usage.
methods consist of two stages. First, the vehicle’s front windshield and side window from captured images using the deformable part model
is localized. Next, a region of interest in the localized images is defined for each violation type and perform image classification using one
of the local aggregation-based image features. A data set over 4000 images including front/side view vehicle images with seatbelt and cell
phone violations was collected on a public roadway and is used to perform the experiments.
The seat-belt detection techniques are based on gap of colour between driver or passenger and their background in vehicle, or the seat-belt
colour and colour of human cloths. The difficult issues are represented by nearest colour of foreground (pixel colour of drivers or passengers) and background (pixel colour of chairs) to recognize seat-belt detection or missed detection, where the seat-belt is fasten by drivers
or missing the seat-belt. The traffic observing is needed to intelligence and automatic detection accuracy of recognize seat-belt is fasten.
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Zhang [20] proposed method is relied on three stages; first, classification model to target vehicle including the steps of extract the vehicle
features such as: type, colour, size and position of vehicle on roadmap. Second, driver and passenger position in vehicles, which responses
on detection accuracy of fasten seat-belt reorganization. The second stage of Zhang proposed method is based on rigid and non-rigid to
find relationship between human body and vehicle body by using supervised learning model. Third stage is obtained the seat-belt features
based on marshalling process of seat belt unique linear on driver’s body. The sub-steps in stage three based on features of image pixels in
drivers and passenger’s area such as grayscale and texture, edge detection points, lines, arcs and gradient orientation direction to make
decision whether driver and passenger wearing seat-belt or not.
In [21], the authors adopted AlexNet [22] classical structure and updated it by adding BN (Batch Normalization) Module. They applied
their technique to seat belt classification applications. BN-AlexNet approach outperforms the classical AlexNet. When BN layer is added
to the network, the distribution of the parameters became more concentrated. The resulting model obtained more powerful classification
accuracy in seat belt detection applications. BN-AlexNet can be used without the help of GPU because the training speed is improved.
Before the classification, the Bootstrap is applied to BN-AlexNet to check the performance and find the rejection area. By rejecting many
samples from the input data-set, the false acceptance rate is reduced, and the classification accuracy is enhanced.
In [23], the authors proposed an innovative approach to detect seat belt using multi-scale Convolution Neural Network (CNN) features in
conjunction with deep neural network on numerous complete connection layers. Then they used SVM classifier to carry out the learning
and inferencing detection score for each detected window. The key advantage of this approach is to accurate, robust and intuitive.
However, all the above-mentioned methods depend entirely on creating their own dataset. The images are clear with high resolution. None
of the above approaches consider the effect of weather conditions (night, day, rain, etc.). They made a single NN model to detect the
existence/non-existence of fasten seatbelt. In this paper, we proposed S-AlexNet model to detect car seatbelt in different weather conditions.
Multiple AlexNet models are trained on the dataset, on AlexNet model is trained for specific weather condition. Results showed that Using
single model for each weather condition is better than general model that support all weather conditions.

3. The proposed methodology
To detect the seatbelt with very high detection accuracy, the exact weather condition must be detected before applying deep neural network
classification model. The proposed S-AlexNet approach has two stages, namely training and classification. In the training process, more
than one CNN classifier will be trained, one classifier will be trained for single weather condition. In the classification process, first, the
sensors will detect the weather condition and then the classification is done by using the corresponding trained CNN model.

3.1. Training
Input images in specific weather condition are selected to be an input for the training phase of CNN. For example, rainy images are used
to train deep neural network model. A trained neural network is obtained for the rainy images, we call it Rainy Model (R) for simplicity.
That trained model will be used in the future for classification of the input images. We have mainly 4 weather conditions, as shown in
Figure 1, Rain (R), Night (N), Rain at Night (RN) and Clear (C).

3.2. Classification
For simplicity we will consider only two weather conditions, namely Rain and Night. The weather conditions will be detected using hardware sensors. Rain sensor and Night sensor. The output of the sensors will be binarized, either True or False. True means the required
weather condition are met and False means the required weather condition are not detected. The output of the sensor is set to 0 (False) if
the electrical output of the sensor is not passing specific threshold. If the sensor passed that threshold, so the output is considered 1 (True).
This means the continuous output of the sensors are digitized by simple binarization process.
Two sensor outputs create 4 possible combinations. The first combination is no weather conditions detected, and hence the clear CNN
trained model (C) will be used in classification. The second combination is night sensor only is active, and hence the trained night CNN
model (N) will be used. The third combination is the Rain sensor only is active then the trained rain CNN model (R) will be considered for
classification. The last combination is both sensors are active and the trained Rain-Night CNN model (RN) will be used.
The question is how to implement the above selection criteria? In other words, how to select the suitable trained CNN model according to
sensor inputs? The best choice is to use 2 by 4 decoder. Generally, we can use n x 2n decoder, n is the number of sensors used. The truth
table of the required decoder is shown in Figure 2.
Why didn’t we use webservices to detect the weather condition? The reason for this is because traffic authority put the camera detector in
the street without internet connection. Webservices need internet connection to work. They collect the images of the violated drivers
manually using laptop and the camera’s SD memory. Manual collection of images is too much cheaper than using dedicated internet
connection.
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Fig. 1: Training Phase for CNN Models with Different Weather Conditions, Rain (R), Night (N), Rain at Night (RN) and Clear (C). in Each Row of the
Figure, We Train Different CNN Model. So, Figure Rows are Independent. in Each Row, Input Images are Passed to CNN Model for Training. the Result
Is A Trained CNN Model in Each Row.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Collecting dataset images

Fig. 2: Sensor Decoder Implemented in the S-Alex Net (A) Truth Table for the Decoder (B) the Logic Circuit of the Decoder.

The dataset contains 925 rain images,1211-night images, 969 rain night images and 1321 clear images. For standardizing the experiment,
900 images are used in each weather type. A set of 450 images are positive samples and 450 images are negative samples. In addition to a
hybrid dataset with random images taken from the set of all images of different weather types. The images size is 64 x 64 pixels, the color
model is RGB. Some images are not in that standard, they are standardized by resizing them to the required size. Four folders are used,
each folder for each weather condition. In each folder there are two sub folder, one folder for positive images and the other folder for
negative images a total of 5 x 900=4500 images.
Sample of the images used in our dataset is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows samples of negative images (images with seatbelt) and
positive images (images without seatbelt).

Fig. 3: Dataset Images, Sample of Images in Different Weather Conditions. From (A) to (D) Are Samples of Images with Seatbelt (Negative Images). from
(E) to (H) are Samples of Images without the Seatbelt.
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Each set of images in each weather type is divided into 630 images for training, 135 images for validation and 135 images for testing. If a
model is trained with specific dataset, it will expect to classify perfectly if its performance is tested on that specific dataset. The model is
said to be overfitting. To overcome this problem, the model is trained on a dataset and tested on a different dataset. The overfit is tested
during training by using a validation dataset. Having 3 datasets, one for training, the other for validation and the last for testing ensure that
the model will be generalized model and hence the problem of overfitting will be avoided.

4.2. Implementing the neural network
In the training process, the data is passed to the model as (64, 3, 64, 64) batches. i.e. 64 images with 3 RGB channels and size of 64 x 64.
[24].
For the experiment, AlexNet is adopted. It contains 5 convolutional layers and 5 fully connected classification layers. The classification
layers are organized as follow; one input layer, 3 hidden layers and one output layer. The input layer contains 64*64*3= 12288 nodes.
Number 12288 represents the number of pixels in a single image which is 64 pixels width by 64 pixels height and 3 RGB channels. The
hidden layer nodes are 512 nodes, 256 nodes and 128 nodes for the first, second and third hidden layers respectively. The hidden layers
are activated by using ReLU activation function with dropout probability of 0.5. The output layer contains two nodes, one node represents
negative images (with seatbelt) and the other node represents positive images (without seatbelt). The output is activated with softmax
function. The bias is also included as a sperate node in each layer.

4.3. Training the network
Before the training process, the input images are augmented randomly to introduce some uncertainty in the input data. The input images
are rotated randomly by 30 degrees, mirrored, scaled and cropped. Augmentation is important to get more generalized model. The model
can be generalized by seeing the same images in different sizes, locations and orientation. The input data is also normalized, normalization
is done by subtracting each image channel values from the mean and dividing them by standard deviation, formally as
v′ =

v−μ

(1)

σ

Where v’ is the newly normalized value, v is the current image value, μ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation. Normalization forces
values to be between 1 and -1. Normalization is very important in the backpropagation process; the network may fail in training without
normalization. The weights and bias for all network layers are initialized randomly. A forward pass is done to calculate the next layer’s
output. The input vector is multiplied by the weights of the first layer and summed up. Then the result is passed to the ReLU function
which passes its output to the next layer. The forward pass is continued the same way through all next layers. The ReLU function is defined
as
f(x) = {

0 for x < 0
x for x ≥ 0

(2)

The output softmax function is used for finding the probability of each class. For example, if we pass an input image without seatbelt
(positive), softmax will give the output nodes two probability values. One value for each class. It is expected to have higher probability for
the positive image in its corresponding output node. If x is an input vector of numbers, then the i th element value in softmax is calculated
as
exp(xi )

Softmax(xi ) = ∑

(3)

j exp(xj )

The sum of the denominator is 1 and the component values are turned all to positive values by using the exponential. Adam optimizer [25]
is used in the gradient descent optimization. Adam optimizer uses momentum in its calculations and hence it trains faster than other optimizers. Momentum adds accuracy to the learning process and reduces the number of iterations needed for the training process to converge
[26], Figure 4 shows the training process for R, N, RN, and C models.
The output of the first forward pass is compared to the expected output. The weights are then recalculated by using backpropagation pass.
(A)

(B)
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Fig 4. The Training Loss of the Four Neural Network Models, (A) Rain R Model (B) Night N Model (C) Rain Night RN Model (D) Clear C Weather Model.

The comparison between the expected output and the actual output of the neural network is done by using the classification loss. The
classification loss is calculated by the following formula
Loss(y, y ′ ) = − ∑ y log y′

(4)

Where y is the actual output and y’ is the predicted output. Which represents the cross entropy between the actual output of the neural
network and the predicted output.
The partial derivatives are calculated with respect to network weights. The change in weights is calculated and the new weights are calculated accordingly. A learning rate of 0.006 is considered. The learning process is continued until a low loss is encountered.
Figure 4 shows the training loss of R, N, RN and C models. The loss is sharply degraded when learning N model as shown in Figure 4 (b).
It is also shown in Figure 4 (a, c) that R and RN is approximately similar in their performance. However, adding night to R in RN model
degrades the model. That is apparent in R curve which reduces loss sharper than RN model. The clear model is shown in Figure 4 (d).

4.4. Validating the network
The accuracy of the trained network is calculated by the following method. Suppose that we have an arbitrary 6 images. Their labels are
[1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1], 0 represents seatbelt image and 1 represents no seatbelt image. The images are passed one by one to the trained model.
The outputs of the model are six pairs of probabilities. Single pair of probabilities for each image. The probabilities are (0.2, 0.8), (0.9,
0.1), (0.7, 0.3), (0.3,0.7), (0.9, 0.1), and (0.1, 0.9). The max function is applied on each pair, if the first probability is the max, 0 is returned.
If the second probability is the max, 1 is returned. For example, max (0.2, 0.8) returns 1 that’s because the second probability is greater
than the first probability. After applying max function, the six pairs of probabilities would result in [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1].
The labels [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1] are called the actual labels. The labels [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1] are called the predicted labels. The two sets of labels are
compared to check their equality. Then the accuracy is the mean of the result of the equality comparison.
(A)

(B)
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(D)

Fig. 5 The Accuracy of the Four Neural Network Models, (A) Rain R Model (B) Night N Model (C) Rain Night RN Model (D) Clear C Weather Model.

The accuracy of R, N, RN and C models is shown in Figure 5. From the figure it is shown that the best performance is introduced by N
model. Figure 5 (b) shows that the accuracy curve reaches more than 0.90 in epoch 20. After epoch 20 the model keeps its performance at
high level. That’s because the violation detection camera works well with spotlights at night compared to other weather conditions. C
model accuracy reaches more 0.97, C model is shown in Figure 5 (d). The accuracy of the N model is better than C, R and RN. R and RN
models are shown in Figure 5 (a, c). It is also apparent that R model has be learned slowly compared to other models. The learning process
is very slow due to the variations found in the images due to rain weather.
The worst performance is introduced by RN model. The accuracy curve shows fluctuations in the learning process after epoch 10. That
supports our hypothesis, “Having single model for each weather condition is better than having general model that supports all weather
conditions”.

4.5. Predicting with network models
Five AlexNet models are trained. R, N, RN, C and Hybrid. The models R, N, RN and C are trained on Rain, Night, Rain and Night, and
Clear datasets respectively. The Hybrid model is trained on the entire dataset that contains samples from R, N, RN and C images.
There are two types of errors in the prediction process, False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). False positive occurs when the model
detects a driver not wearing seatbelt when he is actually wearing it. False negative occurs when the camera detects a driver wearing a
seatbelt when he is actually not wearing it. It is obvious that FP error is more problematic than FN. It is unfair to calculate violation fee for
an innocent driver that is committed to the traffic rules and wears the seatbelt. However, it is not a big issue if the system can’t detect
violation (False negative). The system must be accurate in its violation detection.
True positive rate (TPR) or recall is calculated
TPR =

TP
TP+FN

(5)

Where TP refers to True Positive, or a driver is violating, and the system detects that violation. False positive rate or precisions is calculated
by
FPR =

FP
FP+TN

(6)

Fig 6. ROC Curve for Neural Network Models Trained on Different Weather Condition. Best Model Is the Night Model and Worst Model Is the Hybrid
Model.

Where TN is the True Negative or the driver is wearing the seat belt and system detects the same. Plotting TPR versus FPR results in the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as shown in Figure 6. From the figure, we see that Night model is the model with the highest
accuracy. The next model with an accuracy compared to Night model is the Clear model. The lowest model in accuracy is the Hybrid
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model. The Hybrid model is an AlexNet model trained with a collection of images from Night, Rain, Rain Night and Clear weather dataset.
The Hybrid model is a general model that works in any weather. ROC results support the hypothesis that “Using single model for each
weather condition is better than using one model for all weather conditions”.
S-AlexNet system contains four trained AlexNet models, one for each weather condition. It is impractical to train the model every time
when it is needed in classification process. After training and validating the models, they are saved to the hard drive. The model file is
mainly a collection of matrices for weights and biases for each layer of the trained model network. Two sensors are connected to the
experiment PC to detect rain and night weather conditions. When specific weather is detected, for example rain condition is detected, the
corresponding rain model file is leaded and used in the prediction process.
The accuracy of S-AlexNet is measured by the help of true negative rate (TNR) or the precision of true samples, and the true rate (TR) or
the precision of all samples. TNR and TR are defined as
TNR =
TR =

TN

(7)

FP+TN
TP+TN

(8)

TP+TN+FP+FN

In Table 1 a comparison between Standard AlexNet [22], VGGNet-16 [27], BN-AlexNet [21] and the proposed S-AlexNet. The training
is done on the hybrid dataset (which is collection of images from different weather conditions). The proposed S-AlexNet is trained on the
same hybrid dataset but separated into different weather conditions. The internal AlexNets inside S-AlexNets are trained separately on the
corresponding weather images. The proposed S-AlexNet approach showed accuracy over 90% which is higher compared to other approaches.
Network Name
Standard AlexNet
VGGNet-16
BN-AlexNet
S-AlexNet

Table 1: Comparison of the Proposed S-Alexnet and Other Related Convolution Neural Network Structures
TPR
TNR
TR
83%
82%
82%
90%
83%
89%
89%
85%
87%
92%
90%
91%

5. Conclusion
Neural networks are very powerful in classification. Convolutional Neural networks are used in seatbelt violation detection. The objective
of the paper is to use single model for detecting seatbelt in each specific weather condition. Two sensors are used to detect rain and night
weather conditions. Two sensors can detect a combination of 4 weather conditions. Four NN models are trained on the images from the
four weather conditions. Results showed that models trained on specific weather condition is more accurate than a model trained with
images from more than one weather condition. The proposed hypothesis that “Using single model for each weather condition is better than
using one model for all weather conditions” is strongly accepted.
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